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Abby Kuzma brings D.C. to TU
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Abby Kuzma, Halbrook Distinguished Chair of Government,
thought her career in government
was over after she left Capitol Hill in
1989, but the Lord had other plans.
Kuzma joined Taylor’s faculty
this semester. She hopes while she
is here, she will be able to encourage
students to understand the foundations of government and how they
have impacted the country.
“When you look at the paper,
you’re going to see constitutional
issues every day,” Kuzma said. “The
Constitution is critical to our lives
and shows us how to be good citizens of the United States.”
Kuzma said she hopes to see
the philosophical understanding
of what the founders envisioned
when the Constitution was formed.
She also wishes to highlight the importance of different governmental
systems that will arouse the question: “What is the future?”
Kevin Johnson, associate professor of history, believes Kuzma’s
political and legal experience are
immensely valuable resources for
Taylor students.
Johnson said the department
wants their students to get handson experience, which can range
from internships at Capitol Hill
to participating in voter registration drives at Taylor. He believes
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Kuzma (third from left) and the Legal Service Corporation take an oath
offered by Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts.

Kuzma’s experience can contribute to this goal.
“She brings a depth to the issues
she discusses in class, oftentimes
drawing on her own involvement
with the issues,” Johnson said.
According to Johnson, one of the
factors that makes Kuzma such a
beneficial addition to the department is her work to end human
trafficking in Indiana. Kuzma, who
worked alongside the Indiana Protection for Abused and Trafficked
Humans (IPATH), said she served
victims who had been subject to
trafficking through immigration.
She worked to publicize this issue and the vast impact it had on
Indiana. This helped her work her
way up to her position to assist the

attorney general’s office.
She and two students, senior
Bryant Barger and junior Bree Bailey, attended the Juvenile Sex Trafficking (JUST) 2019 conference in
Cincinnati, Ohio from Oct. 15–17.
Barger and Bailey both said Kuzma brings substantial knowledge
and experience to Taylor.

Bailey said the conference
opened doors for new connections in her desired field, as well
as provided her with advice and
future internship and job opportunities. She said Kuzma’s experiences have inspired her and given
her motivation to continue fighting this crime.
“Abby Kuzma has helped
me greatly to understand how

current laws are fighting hard to
combat human trafficking,” Bailey said.
Kuzma has additional involvement in politics that have contributed even more to her extensive
knowledge in the field. She started working as a legislative assistant for health and judiciary
issues under Senator Richard Lugar in 1984. Through that experience, she became familiar with
the Constitution.
After leaving Capitol Hill to
raise her children, Kuzma founded the Neighborhood Christian Legal Clinic in Indianapolis.
She made it her goal to show
God’s heart for justice to low-income households.

The clinic, which started with
six volunteers, has since gained
30 employees, eight attorneys
and a million-dollar budget. She
said it serves numerous people
every year in a vast number of
programs, such as consumer protection, immigration and tax focus on low-income families.
“I’ve always been interested
in serving and in policy, because
that’s where you can make the
most difference,” Kuzma said.
Kuzma said the opportunity
to co-teach constitutional law at
Taylor incorporates this knowledge, as well as give her the opportunity to teach through the
lens she once worked on during
her time at Capitol Hill.
She said the students and faculty at Taylor are incredible, and she
loves being in the role of teaching while having a networking
intersection. She hopes to form
an outreach project to serve local Hoosiers with legal assistance.
“Following the Lord’s will is not
what you expect, but it’s always an
adventure,” Kuzma said. “Do not
be afraid to listen and respond
to where the Lord is calling. If he
wants you there, he will provide.”
Senior Olivia Huber has been
working with Kuzma on research
focusing on religious freedom, especially discussion involving freedom of speech.
She said she is excited to continue working with Kuzma and
looks forward to the many ways
KUZMA continues on Page 2

CCO sparks discussion
Q Union Conference
to be held on Oct. 29
Noah Huseman
Contributor

On Oct. 29, Francis Chan —
best-selling author, widely-respected pastor and theologian — will be
in Cornwall Auditorium for roughly nine minutes.
Kind of.
Chan — along with Malcolm
Gladwell and Rebekah Lyons —
will be remotely headlining this
year’s edition of Q Union, a simulcast-style event hosted by 18 universities across the country which
dives into the nitty-gritty of the
role of Christ’s church in cultural conversations.
Q Union sets itself apart from
similar conferences by collaborating with the hosting universities to help develop three, on-site
student addresses to accompany

the nationally streamed talks.
This year’s student speakers are
Taylor seniors Kurtis Hochstetler,
Abbey Russell and junior Katherine Sanchez.
Each speaker—local and national—will deliver a nine-minute
talk revolving around Q’s central
theme for 2019, “Dialogue Matters,”
exploring the impact intentional
conversation can have on Christian and secular community.
Jeff Aupperle, director of the
Calling and Career Office (CCO),
believes that in the wake of the
high tensions of the past few
years, Q Union can be another
building block for campus as Taylor works toward reconciliation
and understanding.
The event itself is not a singular
gut-punch to all the bad things in
the world.
“The success of the event isn’t
measured the night of the event,”
Aupperle said, “But (it is measured)

in the many conversations that
transpire following for days and
weeks to come.”
Q Union is an event built on the
back of healthy conversation.
When Oct. 29 rolls around, it will
only be the second time Taylor has
hosted Q Union. In 2018, the CCO
brought the event to Upland for the
first time.
Aupperle said Q Union is important to Taylor’s campus largely in part to the student speakers.
“While the event is built around
the name recognition of the national speakers, it’s what comes
from the students’ hearts that really resonates at Q Union,” Aupperle said.
Last year, Pastor Bob Goff was
the big, national name headlining the event. However, the three
student presentations by seniors
Mirgul Zhumagulova, Stephanie Mithika and Pat McNamara
UNION continues on Page 2
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Senior Stephanie Mithika discussed hospitality last fall at Q Union.
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Assosciate Professor of Public Health Bob Aronson lectures to health class.

Taylor talks health
Departments spread
healthy habits

SOPHE, school health, digital
health and health equity.
Students in the public health, exEllie Tiemens
ercise science and health promotion and wellness majors as well as
Staff Writer
Jeff Marsee, associate professor of
Health departments around cam- kinesiology, were available to anpus celebrated National Health Ed- swer questions on Tuesday and
ucation Week (NHEW) from Oct. 21 Thursday in the Student Center
to 25.
and Dining Commons.
The goal of NHEW is to raise
Marsee, the coordinator of this
awareness of issues in public week, said being healthy takes
health and promote understand- work. Especially as college stuing of health education. It was dents, people need to be intenstarted in 1995 by the Society for tional about food choices, sleep
Public Health Education (SOPHE). habits, exercise and handling
“National Health Education stress and loneliness.
Week seeks to promote healthy
“College students are vulnerbehaviors to improve the overall able to many of the bad health
well-being of the communities we habits which affect society as
live in,” sophomore Gabriele Sun- a whole,” Marsee said. “Health
delius said. “This week is a great Education tries to influence the
opportunity to reach out to health health behavior of individuals and
educators to ask questions and to communities in a positive way
learn more about how one can im- as well as the living and working
prove their quality of life.”
conditions which influence their
The public health major, health lives and health promotion enpromotion and wellness major and ables people to increase control
the Public Health Club are spon- over their own health.
soring awareness events.
Bob Aronson, director and asThe theme for NHEW 2019 is “El- sociate professor of public health,
evating Health for All.” Each day also related the importance of
of the week has a different topic this week back to 1890-1891 Tayof focus. This year’s topics include lor student Dr. Alice Hamilton.
HEALTH continues on Page 2
advocacy for health, celebrating
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“‘We have unique experiences and
circumstances that factor into who we are
and where we are today.”
Stand Up brings Taylor together
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Tour opens eyes to civil rights

Alumni will travel to
Birmingham, Ala.
Ethan Rice
Staff Writer

For many years, Taylor students
have had the opportunity to
venture south on bus trips to
visit landmark locations from
the history of the civil rights
movement.
This year, for the first time, university alumni will have the opportunity to make this journey
alongside current faculty members and Interim University President Paige Cunningham and
her husband.
According to Greg Dyson, Special Assistant to the President for
Intercultural Initiatives, one of the
trip’s leaders, four key cities were
carefully selected to visit.
Traveling together by bus, the
trip will leave on a Jan. 16 and return on Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Day, in time to attend chapel and
participate in the related campus activities. In each city they
will investigate the history, visiting prominent sites, museums and
teaching sites.
“If we planned twenty-five tours,
there are certainly twenty-five other cities to also visit,” Dyson said.
“So it’s notable that we have three
other tours coming up in the next
twelve months and we anticipate
them visiting other cities.”
The trip was first proposed
during conversation between
Dyson and Brad Yordy, Executive
Director of Parent and Alumni Relations, who was looking for ways
his department could engage with
multicultural and multiethnic opportunities. They became interested in the idea of leading a tour
together, something Dyson had facilitated in his previous role at Cedarville University.
The desire to begin planning the
trip, which Yordy hopes will be the

KUZMA continued from
students will learn from her.
“Professor Kuzma has been a
great resource for me in conversations about what I am interested
in pursuing after graduation and
all the different ways I can be involved with politics, public policy,
or law,” Huber said.
Kuzma is excitedly working toward the formation of a course for
next semester, one she hopes to
call Foundations and Future of
American Government.
She said the course will
help students understand the

UNION continued from
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Brad Yordy and Jesse Brown were among the faculty and alumni who planned the trip.

first of many, came from a larger
goal of his to find new ways to engage university alumni, providing
shared experiences rather than
just university updates.
His office has sought to find
ways to facilitate lifetime learning experiences, both on campus
and away, and this trip encourages
engagement in a topic he believes
is very important.
“These sites will be very challenging,” Yordy said. “I haven’t
been to most of them. Being able
to interact with places and stories
with people who know them well
will help us all work through them
from intellectual, emotional and
spiritual levels.”
Leading the trip along with Dyson and Yordy will be Jesse Brown,
dean of students, who also led a
class to similar sites at his previous job.
Brown views his role as that of
a reflective tour guide. He will be
providing articles for participants
ahead of time to lend background
insight on the places that they will
be visiting. Throughout the trip, he
plans to encourage dialogue about
the things that will be seen and

heard, and how they apply to life
and the church.
“These are some of my favorite places on earth,” Brown said.
“They are very sacred places that
tell a story of courage and resilience, reflected through a difficult
and confrontational time.”
He hopes that participants will
come on the trip in the posture
of a student, to learn about civil rights history and take it home
with them.
Compared to the student trips,
alumni attendants will come from
many different geographic locations, communities and walks of
life. Brown hopes that they will
bring what they learn and their experiences on the trip back home.
“I hope they leave with a greater depth of understanding of these
chapters in history and application for today,” he said. “What can
we learn from history for today?
What connections to the struggle for equality today? What was
the church’s role then and what is
it now?”
Dialogue on these issues is familiar to Student Body President
Anders Soderquist, who went

twice on civil rights trips as a student and their impact.
He remembers his first trip in
2017, shortly after the 2016 presidential election. In the midst of a
national sense of division, fear and
anger, he found a conducive place
to share, to hear different perspectives and to find hope.
For Soderquist, one of the most
memorable aspects of the trip was
the people that he met along the
way, whether a camo hat-wearing young man in the line for ice
cream or the host at Dr. Martin Luther King’s house. Conversations
with new people from very different walks of life encouraged him to
see new, loving perspectives.
“I would hope that if you meet
anyone on the trip that you would
normally shy away from talking to,
for whatever reason, go and begin
a conversation,” he encouraged potential attendants.
Registration for the trip opens
on October 30 at 8 a.m. at taylor.
edu/civilrightsbustour Brad Yordy
said people interested should act
fast, as slots are expected to fill up
almost instantly.
echo@taylor.edu

brought a sense of proximity to
the event.
Through preparing for her
talk titled “The Most Powerful
Force in the Universe,” Zhumagulova was challenged in “delivering an idea that is central to
(her) life” within the nine-minute parameters.
Mithika joined the Q team out
of a desire to reframe hospitality
in the aftermath of the controversial Excalibur publication.
“I wanted to challenge the campus to re-think and imagine what it
could look like to practice hospitality towards minoritized students
in our community,” Mithika said.

HEALTH continued from
Hamilton was the first female
faculty member at Harvard and
a proponent for the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).
“There are actions we can take
to improve our health as well as
the overall health of the community,” said Aronson. “While some
voluntary behavior changes can
benefit the individual making
the change, sometimes we need
social, environmental and policy changes to impact health
problems.”
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important structures of government that contribute to both
America and the world as a whole.
Johnson highly encourages
students to get to know Kuzma,
especially if they have an interest in volunteer work or a desire to make a difference through
the Neighborhood Christian Legal Clinic.
“We want our students to think
critically and thoughtfully about
the major issues facing the world
today, to challenge assumptions
and ultimately to be avid seekers
of truth,” Johnson said.
echo@taylor.edu

The conference, which is built
for students by students, impacted
McNamara last year when Mithika
discussed centering the margins.
McNamara said her talk was particularly transformative for how he
viewed loving people on campus.
On Oct. 29, Cornwall Auditorium will house voices and ideas
from Malcolm Gladwell, Rebekah
Lyons and Francis Chan. Yet ultimately, Q Union is by students,
for students.
“While the event is built around
the name recognition of the national speakers, it’s what comes
from the students’ hearts that really resonates at Q Union,” Aupperle said.
echo@taylor.edu

Sundelius encourages students to be curious, challenge
themselves and reflect on their
well-being.
She has found that taking steps
toward living a healthier life allows her to enjoy life to the fullest.
“Taylor is a community in
which we seek to serve others in
all we do and say,” Sundelius said.
“When we take care of our health,
taking action on the things we
can control, we stop focusing on
the things we cannot. This opens
the door for a greater opportunity
to serve those around us.”
echo@taylor.edu

Carpool taken to next level
Facebook group
offers rides home
Ansley Kary
Staff Writer

Lacking intentional community?
Look no further than Taylor University Ride Share.
Taylor University Ride Share is
a Facebook group intended for all
Taylor students. This Facebook
group is accepting all current
Taylor students and parents of
Taylor students. It is a mutually beneficial group for students
seeking rides and students who
are able to provide them.
The group is gaining more
traction as it nears its one year
anniversary on Oct. 26. Sophomore Hanna Lichacz noticed last
year that there were a bunch of
people who live in the Chicago
area, yet she couldn’t find a ride
home.
With 826 registered student
cars on campus and 2,145 students on campus, not every
student has a car, but there are
enough seats for everyone to get
home for the holidays.
Those students who already
have a ride on campus may be
wondering why they should get
involved.
For drivers it is the promise of
a travel companion, someone to
pitch in for gas and afterwards
another familiar face on campus.
It is a unique experience to
ride in the car with someone you
don’t know very well for three or
four hours and get to hear their
story, junior Grace Tolentino
said.
Taylor Ride Share is an easy
way to live out servant leadership here on campus.
“It’s definitely worth it and I
think that it is a small way that we
as upperclassmen can reach out
and connect with the underclassmen specifically,” Tolentino said.

Senior Rachel Davidovitch also
found that ride share was a simple way to reach out and get to
know freshmen on campus who
don’t have cars.
Davidovitch said that it is nice
to have the community in the
car because it makes the drive
go quicker and the passenger is
usually more than willing to pitch
in for gas.
Typically the driver will post
when and where they are traveling and how many seats they
have available, and then people
who are in search for rides can
respond and claim their spot.
“I have a typical location I always meet people at once we get
to Columbus, so I will always let
them know the address and they
can let their family know where
they can pick them up,” Davidovitch said. “It’s just kind of a little system and they give me some
gas money. I’ve never asked for it
but everyone’s just really giving.”
The most common trips taken
off campus are home.
Tolentino said that it is really
cool to connect with people who
grew up in the same region as you
and compare childhood stories.
Lichacz said she contemplated creating her own Taylor Ride
Share page, but Leslie Zander,
mother of sophomore Grace Zander, beat her to it.

“I created Taylor University Ride Share group because I
saw a need for it,” Zander wrote.
“I thought it was a good idea to
create a specific Facebook group
that both parents AND students
could join.”
The group was spearheaded by
parents who wanted their kids
home for the holidays.The parents used to coordinate all the
rides for their kids until after Fall
Break of 2018 when the parents
decided to hand the responsibility back to the students.
Before the creation of this
Facebook group, the parents
were coordinating rides for their
kids on the Taylor University Current Parents Facebook group. It
became exastusting and excessive for the parents to keep up.
That is when the idea to create a
group where the students could
take responsibility for their own
rides was born.
“I love to see so many Taylor
students and parents stepping
up to help each other but I really
would expect nothing less from
the Taylor community,” Zander said.
Join the Taylor University
Ride Share group today to find
your next travel partner. Who
knows? Maybe they will have
good snacks.
echo@taylor.edu
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Freshmen Jolie Rabideau and Kyley DeFrancesco carpool together.

Photograph provided by Echo Archives

Stand Up for Your Sibling is in its eighth year.

Stand Up brings Taylor together
Hardships are
brought to light
Matthew Phillips
Managing Editor

Over 500 Taylor community
members packed the lower level
of Rediger Chapel on Oct. 16 for
a night of solidarity.
Now in its 8th year, Stand Up for
Your Sibling has long been a way for
community members to come together and see the challenges others face by sharing their struggles
through an anonymous survey.
“One goal of this event is for participants to see the breadth of experiences and circumstances that
apply to Taylor students,” senior Rachel Chambers, one of the evening’s
facilitators, said. “We have gay students on our campus, students who
have experienced sexual assault,
students who have anxiety and depression, students whose families
may not look like yours, and so on.
We each have unique experiences
and circumstances that factor into
who we are and where we are today.”
Participants circled their gender then answered the 49-item
‘yes or no’ survey about past
and present experiences, with
questions ranging from “Have
you ever experienced shame or
stigma surrounding mental illness?” to “Have you ever felt self
conscious about your spiritual
depth?”

Once the surveys were completed, members of Collaborative
Programming and Residence Life
shuffled up the surveys. Audience
members then chose a new survey
and familiarized themselves with
the answers. Three men and three
women read the questions from
the stage, with audience members
standing if the individual whose paper they held had answered ‘yes.’
While in previous years men have
stood for men and women have
stood for women, this year the organizers decided to let men and
women stand for each other. Each
question was read twice, with those
representing women standing first,
followed by those representing men.
“We wanted to make a decision where men and women were
standing up for each other,” senior
Brad Walker, another facilitator for
the evening, said. “To give students
a new experience with this event,
but also to communicate once
again that we’re not alone and to
help students understand what
both sexes are going through.”
Twin screens located above
the stage broadcast footage of the
crowd, so audience members could
see their brothers and sisters standing in solidarity with them.
While more people stood for
some questions than others, multiple people still stood for every
question, Walker said.
“It was such a privilege to stand
and represent the multitude of stories that were in the room tonight

and also recognizing that each one
was different,” senior Josie Starkey,
one of the evening’s readers, said.
“Standing for those specific questions that I read, felt like I was standing for people who might not feel
like anyone would stand for that,
but nobody was standing alone.”
The survey covered a number of
themes, with multiple questions relating to dating and sexuality, mental health, discrimination and faith.
Notable questions included
“Have you ever masturbated?”,
“Have you felt like you had to
conceal your sexual identity?”,
“Have you experienced anxiety
and/or depression?” and “Have
you felt like God could not love
you or forgive you?”
Participants’ honesty and vulnerability in answering challenging
questions results in more accurate
and sometimes surprising findings.
“Each year — I’ve been to this
three times now — I recognize
and realize new things each time,”
Chambers said. “I’ll realize something that I previously didn’t think
men could ever struggle with, a lot
of men stood up. Or vice versa, like
women struggle with pornography
and masturbation similar to men.”
After the questions were all
read, the facilitators had everyone stand while statements were
read, affirming that each person
is one of God’s children and reminded the audience of God’s unconditional love for them.
echo@taylor.edu
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“Never forgetting her roots, the trajectory her
childhood set her on a path right back to the
Middle East.”
Alumna pursues career in journalism in
the Middle East
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Sibling spite spurs on sweet business
Molly Pops makes
money moves
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Sometimes sibling rivalry
turns nasty. In freshman Molly Jacobs’s case, it produced
a business.
After Jacobs found out her
stepbrother Austin Kanis was
starting a watch business for
fellow students, she decided
she wanted to participate. Jacobs offered her social media
abilities for advertising, but
Kanis shut her down.
Because of their sibling rivalry and her desire to prove
herself, Jacobs decided to start
her own business selling something unique to her: Molly Pops,
where she would sell homemade lollipops.
Jacobs started her business
by selling the lollipops out of
her backpack to students at her
high school. Jacobs marketed
herself by word of mouth, social media and apparel. She
also created merchandise, including stickers and shirts, to
reach a larger audience.
However, Jacobs had little
idea that Molly Pops would
grow into a full-fledged business just three years later.
“It did not start as anything,”
Jacobs said. “It was more of a
joke, and I brought (in) a ton
of different flavors and (they)
started selling out in one hour.
So, I was like, I could actually
make something out of this. It
was just competitive; It wasn’t
like, ‘Oh, I’m going to start a
business.’ It’s like, ‘Oh, I’m just
going to bring these to school,’
and then people loved them.”
Besides the marketing, Jacobs dedicates Molly Pops’s
success to its unique flavors
and catchy name.
Jacobs explained the name
of “Molly Pops” also makes her
business successful because the
name is automatically associated with her. She also credited her growth as a business
to the accessibility of the resources to make the lollipops.
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Molly Pops was showcased at Wednesday evening’s “Shop the Loop” event.

However, Jacobs maintains the
belief that the name is the most
crucial aspect of her business.
“I always like to say I want
it to be a household name,” Jacobs said. “You know how everybody calls tissues Kleenexes
even if it’s not a Kleenex? I want
people to be like,’ Oh, I want a
Molly Pop. I want Molly Pop
to be the new name taking
over lollipops.”
While in college, Jacobs has
struggled to find time to run
the business with the same attention she did in high school.
Before, she would typically bake
the candies at home with her
mother and access to baking resources. Jacobs has since found
it more difficult to continue
with the same method.
Jacobs’s original plan was
to continue to make them at
home, which she did while visiting home in Grand Rapids,
Mich. However, because of the
level of demand, she decided
this may not be the most effective method. Jacobs’ solution
may be to hire more people to
work for Molly Pops.
While maintaining her independent business, Jacobs
incorporated her roommate,
freshman Moira Decraene, as

an unofficial sales associate to
aid her in her growing business.
Although she jokingly says
she was forced into the position, Decraene also agrees that
she loves being a part of Molly Pops.
“It’s really fun; I love Molly,”
Decraene said. “I think she’s a
great businesswoman and promoter of the things that she
loves. It’s really fun being able
to be passionate about something that other people are passionate about.”
Decraene finds pleasure in
seeing Jacobs establish relationships with strangers on
the street with her extrovert
personality and her ability to
make others feel loved.
Decraene also said although
Jacobs is always on the job,
she naturally incorporates it
into everyday conversations.
Because she is so passionate
about it, Molly Pops has become a way of life for her.
Jacobs’s mother, Melody
Kanis — who is a businesswoman herself — noted Jacobs’s
business-oriented personality
as a trait she always possessed.
In fact, Melody recalled Jacobs’s first business experience selling lemonade at a

golf course.
“( Jacobs was) six or seven
years old and she just decided
she was going to make lemonade,” Melody Kanis said. “She
would go out while we were
out golfing during the league
and sell to all of our friends. I
think she’s probably had it in
her blood.”
Melody also remembered Jacobs coming to her real estate
office and answering the phone
with the company’s signature
greeting, “Hello, Jacobs Real Estate, how may I help you?”
These patterns of interest in
business led Melody to believe
that it is something natural to
Jacobs, even if Jacobs did not
discover this until Molly Pops.
Melody said that Jacobs, with
her big personality, was made
to sell.
Today, Molly Pops has catered
weddings, birthday parties and
graduations. On Wednesday
Oct. 23, the business also made
its debut at Shop the Loop.
“I think it’s her recognizing
her ability to have her own business or at the very least, possibly manage something,” Melody
said. “I don’t think she recognized that in herself before.”
echo@taylor.edu

Setting the
record straight:

In the Oct. 18 edition of The
Echo, in columnist Sam Jones’
opinion article “Res Publica serves
a purpose,” Felicia Case, director of the Office of Intercultural Programs, was quoted saying
the following:
“Thank you for your consideration but I’m not really interested in talking about Excalibur/
Res Publica. Their tag line states
that they are a ‘voice that you can
choose to ignore’. I choose to ignore them.”
At the time of publication, we
were unaware Case did not intend
her emailed quote to go into print.
In a conversation with the student columnist on Monday Oct. 21,
Case further explained her quote
was intended to be light-hearted,
instead of a serious contemplation
upon the matter. This quote was
also intended solely for the writer’s eyes.
In hindsight, we could have
asked Case’s explicit permission
to include her quote. However,
if a journalist self-identifies as a
reporter working on a story or
column, explicit permission is
typically assumed.
We regret any resulting confusion or angst.
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Alumna pursues career in journalism in the Middle East
Abigail Roberts reports
on international topics
Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

Taylor alumna Abigail Roberts’s
(‘19) passion for the Middle East
began in her childhood.
Her family served as missionaries there, and it was through her
early exposure to Middle Eastern
culture that she grew to realize
the need for peoples’ stories to be
told through journalism.
She was raised in Damascus,
Syria, where her parents were involved daily in sharing the Gospel
with the Syrian people. For Roberts, she was in the minority as
she attended a school as one of
two Americans, and her friend
was the only student with blond
hair.
Roberts remembers sitting
with her childhood friend, looking through the schoolyard’s
metal fence and longing to be
out in the mission field with her
parents.
After Roberts graduated high
school, she found herself unsure
about pursuing journalism. Her
hesitation came from her awareness of the great need to share
the Gospel. She decided to take a
gap year and travel to Nepal with
Youth With A Mission (YWAM).
During her trip, she felt the Lord
reenforcing her call to journalism
and return to Syria.
Due to limited access of the
Middle East, journalism would
be Roberts’s key into the region,
allowing her to unlock the truths

Photograph provided by Abigail Roberts
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Taylor alumna Abigail Roberts (‘19) spoke at
commencement in spring of 2019.

she wished to advocate for, like
hearing peoples’ stories and telling them to the world. It was
these factors that gave her more
peace about attending Taylor.
While at Taylor, she grew to
love the community and faculty
that came behind her and supported her efforts. Specifically,
Associate Professor of Journalism
Alan Blanchard and Associate
Professor of Media Communication Donna Downs encouraged
her and opened opportunities
for her to grow as an individual
and prepare her for a successful
career.
“More than any book, class or
seminar it was them who made
Taylor worth it,” Roberts said.
Roberts graduated last May

with a multimedia journalism
degree, but what sets her apart
is her passion for international
journalism. Never forgetting her
roots, the trajectory her childhood set her on a path right back
to the Middle East. Specifically,
using her experience to enlighten underrepresented issues in
the Middle East.
In the spring of her sophomore
year, Roberts had the opportunity to study abroad with the Middle East studies program. While
there, she reported on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, Morrocan
urban affairs and studied indepth conflict within the church.
Through these first-hand experiences, Roberts gained insight and knowledge from

Taylor alumna Abigail Roberts (‘19) graduated from Taylor
and is now working as an international journalist.

eye-witnesses who could account for the extent of emotion
and devastation present in those
circumstances.
As Roberts transitioned from
being a student to working in the
professional world, she began to
realize the world of journalism
is very competitive, specifically in the area of language diversity. Roberts was fluent in both
English and Arabic, but so were
many others.
However, Roberts observed
that those in the industry who
were trilingual were clearly
sought after by employers. She
realized what would make her
competitive with other journalists is the ability to speak French.
Her resolution to this dilemma

came through an opportunity to
travel to Assay, France and live
there as a nanny for a host family
for over two months. She would
also be able to immerse herself
in the culture.
Four days after confirming
the option, she bought a plane
ticket and was off to learn a language she had little to no background in.
Initially, she could hardly
count to 10, but Roberts eventually grew to be able to hold
a conversation in French. She
greatly enjoyed the atmosphere
of France and learning a language in a place where she had
to speak it daily.
Since returning home from
France, Roberts has not sat idle.

She currently works for the Middle East Not Africa (MENA) Collective, an organization that works
towards refugee release and helping the persecuted church in Iran.
They also launched the first online church there. Their goal is for
their service to speak up about
the kingdom and encourage others to become involved and passionate about what they have
seen and experienced in the Middle East.
Through her work with MENA,
Roberts has found that midwesterners fail to consider their
presuppositions about the Middle East, and hopes to challenge
them to reconsider their views.
She has also found that the
popular responses are void of
certain truths. While the Middle East was the birthplace of
Christianity, it is now one of the
most dangerous places to be
a Christian.
That said, Roberts has found
that not many Western believers
think about the reality of the persecuted Christian church and the
hundreds of believers that live in
fear of their lives. Through journalism, Roberts hopes to shed
light on these issues and the need
for advocacy.
During her time overseas, Roberts was enthralled and inspired
by the natives’ stories. Her passion as a journalist is to magnify their voices and stories to be
heard by those who were once
deaf to the reality of the Middle East she fell in love with as
a child.
echo@taylor.edu
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Students adventure near and far over break

From Upland
to Barcelona
Mariah Hurst
Staff Writer

A lot can happen over fall
break. For some students,
like sophomore Alexis Hale,
fall break included a trip halfway around the world.

Whether catching an international flight to Europe,
road-tripping across the southern Rocky mountains or witnessing the changing fall colors
on the nearly-empty Taylor
campus, students spent their
fall break in a variety of ways.
Staying closer to Taylor,
sophomore Macey Johnson and
junior Mariana Pratas attended the famous Parke County
Covered Bridge Festival. Johnson observed rows of tents and
browsed the stands selling antiques, doors, clothes, art, fried
twinkies, marinated pork on
a stick and much more. The
hustle and bustle of the festival provided the perfect place
to enjoy the many foods put on
sticks.
Others decided to go a little further from Taylor. Junior
JD Groh and four others from
Second Center Wengatz took a
spur-of-the-moment roadtrip
to Colorado where they explored Rocky Mountain National Park and the city of Denver.
All five friends hiked trails,
three of them climbed boulders
and two attended an NF concert
at Red Rocks Amphitheatre.
“(The highlight of my trip)

Photograph provided by Jordan Page

Freshman Jordan Page poses in San Diego during fall break.

was this hike we did in Rocky
Mountain National Park where
we saw this lake in the mountains,” Groh said. “It was probably the most beautiful hike I
have ever been on.”
Like Groh, freshman Ethan
Chamberlain and two friends
from Second West Wengatz
spent their fall break hiking in
Vermont and New Hampshire
and explored Quebec City and
Ottawa in Canada. Reaching
the summit of a mountain and
seeing the separation of light

and dark in the clouds was indescribable, Chamberlain said.
Making the most of the 35
hours in the car, the group of
three set out to create a music
video on the trails.
“We were listening to a song
in the car and then Chad Veal
who is a film major was like,
‘We should make a music video out of this just us nodding
our heads,’” Chamberlain said.
Unlike Chamberlain’s fastpaced adventure, freshman
Jordan Page experienced a

relaxing fall break in San Diego, Calif., visiting her brother
who is in the navy. From eating chicken feet at a Vietnamese restaurant to laying down
on the beach with her brother,
Page’s fall break was a time to
remember the old and try the
new.
For Hale, fall break was the
climax of a childhood goal she
made when she was 12 years
old to visit 20 countries before
turning 20 years old. Growing up, she lived in the United

States, Hong Kong, mainland
China, Thailand and Ghana
each at different points in her
life. Having lived around the
world, Hale developed a deep
love for other cultures at an
early age.
“I loved traveling and I loved
learning about cultures and
tasting new foods and hearing
different languages and how
confusing (visiting a new place)
was at first, but then how comfortable you can become once
you got used to it,” Hale said.

She traveled with two friends
from Taylor to meet her mom,
her Honduran sister and a
friend from Chicago in Madrid.
“Three of my worlds collided,”
Hale said.
Staying in an Airbnb in Madrid, Spain, Hale explored
well-known and little-known
cathedrals, coffee shops and kiosks over fall break. To reach
her 20th country, she took a
train ride to Perpignan, France.
“(Fall break) was a good time
of reflection of my life and realizing the blessings that have
come out of that, but also some
of the challenges and the harder things like realizing that
there are so many cultures that
I love, but that there is not one
that’s my own,” Hale said. “Just
being able to celebrate that was
really good.”
By the end of the trip, the
group was tired from all the adventures. Little did they know
it would continue. After several delays because of protests
in Barcelona, the group finally
boarded the airplane to return
to the states.
Breathing a sigh of relief,
Hale eased into the airplane
seat after catching the last
flight out of Barcelona, Spain.
“The flight attendants told us
that two minutes after we took
off, the airport closed. We were
the last flight out,” Hale said.
Memories were made over
Fall Break. Taylor students experienced adventure, beauty
and rest in both the day-to-day
moments and the uncommon
occurrences that made up Fall
Break.
echo@taylor.edu

Fall festival ushers in the season with autumn treats and more

Stewards of Creation
encouraged by turnout

to celebrate God’s seasonal provision as we enjoy apples and
pumpkins, homemade food and
time together,” Grabowski said.
“Also, many people in the community are not familiar with the
work of the Environmental Science, Public Health and Sustainability Department. By bringing
people to Randall we hope to
increase awareness of how the

applied sciences of our department are used to further God’s
kingdom through stewardship
of creation and working towards
a more just world.”
Both club and faculty members were encouraged to see students and families enjoying the
festivities while also expressing
interest in the department.
Senior and Stewards of

Creation Club president Benjamin Morris remembers the fall
festival’s humble origins last
year, when the idea was first formulated by Dean of the School
of Natural and Applied Sciences Grace Miller. Miller wanted
to raise awareness for Randall
and the department as a whole,
and the first festival was a hit,
though much smaller than Saturday’s crowds.
Morris believes the annual fall
festival is helping accomplish
this goal. This year’s event included a recycling demonstration that so the festival had an
environmental education component in addition to the food
and fun.
“The heart of Stewards of
Creation — and the reason why
we’re not the Environmental
Club — is because we believe
we’re all called to be stewards
of God’s creation, as Genesis 2
lays that out very specifically,”
Morris said. “We have a responsibility to care for what the Creator gave us, and to make it last
for as long as possible and make
it beautiful for as long as possible. Things like (the fall festival)
are ways we try to teach people
that as Christians we should
care about this.”
Junior and Stewards of

love thinking about how the
Flood killed every other living thing.
Avoid talking about Sodom
and Gomorrah, and do not
dare read the prophets except
for the verses which talk about
Jesus. Shut your eyes and plug
your ears when the pastor
speaks about Revelation.
How, though, do we legitimately justify ignoring or even
loathing a Scripturally-attested characteristic of God?
We cannot justify it, but it
has crept in slowly and insidiously as a result of our own
modern privileges. Many of us
are simply less familiar with
the presence of injustice in the

world than possibly any generation before ours and fail to
see God’s judgment as a response to injustice.
Our bubbles of privilege shelter us from the outside world
and keep those who have them
from developing a passion for
justice. It is much less natural
to care about others’ suffering
than your own.
But time and time again the
Bible shows that our God is
someone who responds to injustice. God’s judgment is not
a random outburst of anger,
but a provision of justice intended to right the wrongs of
the world.
For those of us who haven’t

experienced serious injustice
personally (talking to myself
here), let us not be content
with a head-knowledge that
all is not right which leaves
us a little bummed but failing
to take action. Instead, let us
sit and mourn with those who
mourn. Let us look around ourselves and weep at the number
of people who have been hurt
by the brokenness of the world.
Let those who grieve cry out
to God. God heard the outcry
against Sodom and Gomorrah (Genesis 18:20). He hears
the cry of the widow and the
orphan (Exodus 22:22-23). He
hears the cry of the martyrs
(Rev. 6:9-11). He will hear yours.

Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

On Saturday, Oct. 19, the Stewards of Creation Club hosted the
annual fall festival, filling Randall Environmental Center to
the brim with autumnal cheer.
Freshly pressed apple cider in
hand, Taylor students, faculty
and members of the surrounding community enjoyed a cornucopia of fall-themed desserts
and activities.

The free event featured a variety of food-related stations such
as an apple-tasting table with a
wide selection of apple treats,
homemade baked goods and
pumpkin carving. A scavenger
hunt also took place with prizes including a yoga mat, reusable straws and potted plants.
Participants were also welcome
to get creative with fall-themed
coloring pages or play lawn
games outside.
The Stewards of Creation Club
partnered with the Environmental Science, Public Health and
Sustainability department to
make the event possible. This
year marks the second annual

Photograph by Carolyn Guebert

Claire Rush helps with the fall festival.

year the fall festival took place.
Assistant Professor of Sustainable Development Phil
Grabowski hopes the event
brought a spirit of celebration
to the community for students,
faculty, staff and neighbors of
all ages to welcome in a new
season and contemplate God’s
faithfulness.
“The Fall Festival is one way

croc

thoughts
Christians love justice

noticed in myself and around
campus a tendency to love
most of God except for one
part: his judgment.

We love the storybook version of Noah and the Ark,
where God tells Noah to build
the ark, Noah does it, the anDo we love all of God? I think imals fill it and God saves his
for most of us the answer is beloved creatures from the
an obvious “yes,” but I have Flood. But we certainly don’t

Creation Club vice president
Claire Rush was encouraged to
see students from a variety of
majors as well as several families from the community. During
the event, she cut apples for the
apple-tasting table and checked
scavenger hunt lists, which gave
her plenty of opportunities to
interact with the attendees.
One particular interaction
that stuck out to her was getting
to meet a Taylor alumnus from
Matthews, Ind., who graduated
from Taylor in the 70’s. Coming
to the fall festival was her first
time being back on campus
since then, and seeing her enjoy the festivities brought joy to
Rush’s heart.
“The fall festival gave me hope
that the Taylor community can
be more involved with Upland
as a community — that we can
form connections between students and families,” Rush said.
“It bursts the ‘Taylor bubble’ a
little bit. It also gives me hope
for the future that other majors
will become more interested in
sustainability . . . I feel like Randall can be kind of isolated off
campus, but to make actual connections and know people valued what we did meant a lot. It
made me feel seen.
echo@taylor.edu
It is easy for us to recognize the need for justice in
the Bible. But the world hasn’t
changed. The suffering just
isn’t as immediate for many
us. Christians are still martyred, people are still enslaved,
women are still abused and
groups of people are still oppressed. How can we not desire
to see these injustices righted
by God?
Injustice is still occurring,
some of us just fail to see it. To
reject God’s judgment is to reject his justice and to desire for
others to continue suffering,
so you can maintain your preferred understanding of God.
echo@taylor.edu

“Our bubbles of privilege shelter us from the
outside world. ”
Croc Thoughts
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Tyler Craig

BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

Freshman:

He loves open-toed shoes and
his favorite hobby is playing
lacrosse with the boys.

Madelynn Palmer
Freshman:

She can play the ukulele!
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#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
caroline @gabrivera42
Chapel speaker: I’ve been
married to my wife for four
minutes Taylor students:
*cheers for the rest of chapel*
#tayloru
Madi Williams @MadiMoose_
The greatest compliment
I’ve ever received is when
Jeff Wallace said he liked my
haircut #tayloru

Across

Halloween Crossword

2. We saw a white _____ in the graveyard.
6. Halloween is in what month?
9. Dress up in this.
11. Watch out for all of those scary ________ bones.
12. It is fun to carve a ______.
13. It is bad luck to see a _______ cat walk under a ladder.
14. ______ or Treat!

Down
1. There are _____ flying all over the night sky.
3. The house was _____. We heard scary noises.
4. October 31st
5. This vampire lives in Transylvania.
7. Bring a _____ when you go Trick or Treating
8. Stay with your ______ and family when Trick or Treating.
9. Trick or Treating is fun. People give out lots of _____.
10. Stay safe by walking on the _______.

Abigail Franklin

@itmebugail

I love overhearing “shalom”
as a legitimate common
greeting #tayloru

tiff @tiffanyrogerss
man i miss the good old
days in high school where
you were required to weAR
SHOES!!! PUT SHOES ON!!
MY WORD!! #tayloru
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

Unpopular opinion: not a big
fan of futurville #sorrykramer
#neveractuallyreadit
#danielvskramer #teamdaniel
#tayloru
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

I seek to make amends... I
misspelled Cramer in my last
tweet. I’m sorry #sorrycramer

A&E

“As it turns out, the house is very,
very haunted, primarily, it seems,
by a small girl with a severe
spinal issue.”
Ghost story boasts surprising
twist and little else
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A mix of music from Taylor’s own people
Clif Davis puts on
composition recital
Mer Fenton
Staff Writer

Personalized albums, clarinets,
Irish poetry and suspenseful
background music.
These are all elements of
part-time professor of music
composition Clif Davis’s upcoming faculty recital.
He wears many hats on campus, from teaching music theory and composition to accompanying vocal lessons to coaching chapel bands. In his faculty
recital this Sunday, Oct. 27, Davis has found a way to display
all of these areas.
For Davis, the importance of
faculty recitals is to give staff
time to display their specialties. The music faculty do more
than just lecture; they are also
practicing musicians. These
faculty recitals give them time
to practice and display their
musical, vocal or conducting
skills. For Davis, it’s his compositional talents.
“What’s different about a
composition recital than other recitals is that others just
perform their specialty,” Davis
said. “I’m not going to write
music in front of you, so I’ve
asked all my friends to play

A&E
EVENTS

Photograph by Jared Hagan

(Left) Clif Davis rehearses with junior Ashton McKenzie, sophomore Alish Withers and junior Timiesha Knowles for their upcoming recital.

for me.”
In order to guarantee that his
performance wouldn’t spend
too much time on one genre, Davis has curated a wide range of
pieces. The selections consist of
Irish poetry, hymns, incidental
theatre music and instrumental
performances written for french
horn, piano and clarinet.
There are many personal and
interactive parts of the line
up. For instance, the selected

hymns come from an album
Davis is writing for his mother’s 80th birthday. The album
consists of different hymns his
mother taught him.
Multiple students co-wrote
songs and arrangements specific to the students’ talents,
adding to the uniqueness of Davis’s recital.
“There’s a personal connection to the students that I’m
writing with,” Davis said. “It’s a

cool end of the recitals actually, four pieces, each one I wrote
with a different student.”
All of these students have
worked with Davis in the past
in some form or another. Senior Tucker Germain has played
with the worship band at Davis’s
church, First Baptist Church
Muncie, in the past. For this
upcoming performance, Davis
reached out to Germain and together they wrote a song fea-

turing the clarinet, Germain’s
instrument of choice.
Another student is freshman
Claire Nieshalla. Together, she
and Davis adapted an original
song she wrote called “Father
of Light.”
All of the vocal pieces include
a Psalm, and this song’s lyrics
focuses on Psalm 119:105. Nieshalla said she received the inspiration for this song and the
Psalm from a friend.

Ghost story boasts surprising twist and little else
Netflix’s ‘Eli’ frightens
with mixed results
Ethan Rice
Staff Writer

C.S. Lewis and
Friends Tea
Haunted World of
Gaiman
Today – 4 p.m.
Zondervan 142

Korean Calligraphy Event
Today
4:30 – 6:30 p.m.
Boren Center

Marion Philharmonic Orchestra
Sci-Fi Spectacular
Oct. 26 – 7:30 p.m.
Rediger Chapel
Auditorium

Faculty Composition Recital
Psalms, Hymns, and
Other Songs
Oct. 27 – 7:30 p.m.
Butz Carruth Recital
Hall

“This past summer, a friend
called me and she was telling
me about how she was learning
about the Lord in her studies,”
Nieshalla said. “She was like, I
just really have come to know
him as the father of light. I just
thought that was so beautiful.”
Davis’s personal connection
to students and their craft extends to all he does.
Outside of teaching, he also
meets with the chapel bands
and discusses things such as
how to choose music, or how
to lead as a whole.
“I’ve had a really positive experience with him,” said junior
Caleb Miller. “He’s done a really good job of organizing and
just making sure that things
can run smoothly.”
In everything he does, Davis
wants to support the talents
students already have, and set
them up for the success they
are already capable of.
“I think that there’s just a
great vitality in student performers here at Taylor,” Davis said. “You get to hear your
peers sing and play music that
was written in the last two
months. That’s actually a pretty
special place to be.”
Davis’s recital will be held on
Sunday, Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in
Butz Carruth Recital Hall.
echo@taylor.edu

Spooky season is upon us, and
with it comes the rush to create
more haunting content. Into the
mix, Netflix has entered “Eli”
(TV-MA), a chilling roller-coaster of a ghost story.
Eli (Charlie Shotwell) is a boy
with a debilitating medical condition. At one point he describes
himself as being “allergic to the
world.”
Out of funds and low on hope,
Eli’s parents (Kelly Reilly and
Max Martini) uproot the family to travel to a remote country
mansion which has been converted into a treatment center
for children with conditions similar to Eli. We are told that the
presiding doctor (Lili Taylor) has
seen great success in the past
and so the treatment begins.
The experimental gene therapy the doctor has planned seems
sketchy, but Eli soon finds that
the painful surgeries are the
least of his worries.
As it turns out, the house is
very, very haunted, primarily,
it seems, by a small girl with a

Photograph provided by Netflix

Eli’s medical condition causes him to live in a bubble.

severe spinal issue. Of course,
none of the adults believe Eli.
The only listening ear is the
mysterious neighbor girl (Sadie Sink, expanding her Netflix
repertoire beyond “Stranger
Things”), who communicates
with him through the hermetically sealed windows.
From there on out, things spiral further out of control, leading to a truly unexpected and
ambitious conclusion. Often,
knowing that a movie or story
has a “crazy twist ending” can
make the ending predictable.
That was not the case here, I was

genuinely surprised. I only wish
more thought had gone into the
rest of the production.
Netflix’s marketing has sought
to associate “Eli” with last year’s
masterfully composed “The
Haunting of Hill House.” They
do have a perfectly spooky atmosphere and well-done cinematography. But while “Hill House”
was boosted by an excellent cast
and compelling script, “Eli” slogs
through a series of well-worn clichés without anything new to
say about them, and the adult
cast veers from mellowly disinterested to manically confused.

By far the younger actors give
the most compelling performances, even if the burden of
carrying the horror and confusion wholly on his own back
sometimes proves too much
for Shotwell. Regardless, he
proves another example of Netflix’s ability to recruit promising
young talents.
The more experienced Sink
is the highlight of the movie.
Though she was hindered by
stilted dialogue, I spent most
of the movie wishing for her
to break into the house so that
we could focus on her elusive

character instead of the present plot. Netflix needs to find
better ways to keep hold of
their “Stranger Things” stars
that haven’t yet jumped ship
to Hollywood.
The primary reason this
movie has received so much
attention is for its twist. And it
is certainly a good one, worthy
of being placed in the upper
echelon of surprise endings. I
won’t speak more of it here to
avoid spoilers, but it did make
up for the previous hour and a
half of film. Unfortunately, the
writing team seems to have
stumbled upon a great plot
point as foundation, then neglected to build a compelling
story on top of it.
In the end, “Eli” is effectively scary and is sure to
provide late night thrills for
those seeking a new Halloween picture. Experiencing the
last twenty minutes is worth
the wait, if you have the time.
But if your movie line-up
for this October has limited
space, Netflix holds far better
options like “Hush,” “Candyman” and “The Sixth Sense”
for your frightened enjoyment. (3/5)
echo@taylor.edu

MISSING ART SCULPTURE
“FOWL SHORT STACK” BY JEREMIE RIGGLEMAN

Latino Heritage
Month
Dance Therapy
Oct. 30 – 9 p.m.
Aerobics room

The Beautiful
Oct. 18 – Dec. 6
8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery

Please return to the sculpture garden or the Metcalf Art Office (MMVA 105)
If you have any information on its whereabouts please email visualarts@taylor.edu
This is personal property in the process of being sold and needs to be returned ASAP
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for
a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
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Students worship during chapel this past Wednesday.

Our View

Optional attendance
gives drive for chapel

Nobody likes to be told what
to do.
There’s just something about
a required activity that sucks
all the fun out of it. Even if it
was already going to be done,
the orders to do so negate any
form of anticipation. This is
why Taylor’s approach to chapel should be celebrated.
“You attend because you
want to grow,” says the chapel
section of the Taylor website.
It seems like a simple idea,
but the actual implications
are quite meaningful. A place
full of people who want to be
there is a place where one can
be truly free. The words “intentional community” may feel
overused at times, but chapel is a genuine example of this.
Not only does this ensure attendees truly want to be there,
it also gives them full agency in
their faith journey. This idea of
self-motivation even inspired
last year’s chapel theme “Consider” and this year’s theme
“Life to the Full.”
“Especially at this college
age, it’s important to start developing ownership and responsibility for choices, and
reflecting over how convictions impact actions,” said
Campus Pastor Jon Cavanagh.
The ability to choose is what
separates chapel from classes.
Instead of taking attendance
for granted, students have the
chance to weigh their options
and justify their decisions. In
fact, one scholar found this so
significant that he chose to do
a study on it.
In 2014, MAHE graduate Aaron Morrison wrote “Motivational Factors that Influence
Non-Mandatory Chapel Attendance at a Small, Faith-Based

Institution in the Midwest.”
He discovered five factors
students considered while
deciding whether or not
to attend chapel: spiritual
growth opportunities, chapel
speaker quality, community,
personal needs and celebration of freedom.
Compare this to the much
simpler considerations that
go into a required chapel approach. Attendance is taken for granted and the only
thought put into it arises when
extenuating circumstances outweigh the consequences of skipping. This mindset
does little to prepare for life
outside of school, especially
in such an independent area
as faith. Once we leave “the
Taylor bubble” we still have to
worry about finding time for
spiritual growth amongst the
chaos of life.
It makes sense then that we
should learn good habits as
early as possible. At Taylor,
there are a greater number of
opportunities to get involved
and more support than one
would find out on their own. If
there was ever a time or place
make such lifestyle decisions
it would be now.
It can be easy at times to take
Taylor’s approach to chapel for
granted, but it’s important to
appreciate how significant
that really is. Our ability to
choose really shapes the way
people think about community
engagement and their spiritual journey as a whole. Whether we go three times a week or
once a semester, we are the
ones controlling our decisions
and chapel means all the more
for it.
echo@taylor.edu

“Dating is tricky in any country, but it
is worth noting the differences between
cultures.”
Tarah’s views on Irish dating culture
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Streaming service problems
More money spent
for same shows

“The One Where We Have to Say
Goodbye” Netflix tweeted in July,
making the heartbreaking announcement that the TV show
“Friends” would soon no longer
be available for streaming.
With a similar announcement
made in June that popular show
“The Office” will also be leaving,
Netflix subscribers are questioning their loyalty to this brand,
thinking that perhaps they are
the ones who will have to say
goodbye to Netflix
At least I certainly am.
The reason for these shows
being dropped? Other networks
are starting their own streaming
services and have bought the
shows. “The Office” will be returning to its original network’s
streaming platform, Peacock,
while “Friends” will be going to
HBO Max.
Additionally, Disney will be releasing their streaming service,
Disney+, in November.
For users who already subscribe to Netflix, Hulu or Amazon Prime, the addition of these
new streaming services can raise
a problem.
Combined with dozens of other streaming services available
such as Youtube TV, CBS All Access, Watch ESPN and more, the
convenience and affordability
of choosing a streaming service
over cable television is quickly
disappearing.
Don’t get me wrong, the possibilities of having access to
my childhood Disney favorites
is certainly appealing, but is it

Photograph by Hannah Waltz

Friends enjoy the Netflix show “New Girl” during a quiet night in.

worth the frustration of balancing multiple streaming services,
just to get access to the same
content you used to be able to
get with one?
Bobby Owsinski, a senior
contributor to Forbes Magazine, said that the average U.S.
consumer uses 3 video streaming services. Many of them also
subscribe to pay TV.
“And we’re back to where we
started there too,” Owsinski said.
“If that’s you, then you have what
the media is beginning to call
‘subscription fatigue’.”
And users are getting fatigued.
With each service costing
around $10 per month, users
who want access to the previous range of TV shows and movies available on Netflix may end
up paying nearly as much, if not
more, than a cable package.
If you’re a broke student like
me, subscribing to more than
one or two streaming services
is challenging and expensive,
even if you are mooching off of
your parents.
Though having this many
streaming services may provide
options for the picky television

consumer, ultimately this overabundance leads to an excess of
content and wasted money.
“Viewers will find they have
to pay for a fistful of streaming subscriptions to watch all
of their favorite programs —
and in the process, they’ll again
end up paying for lots of shows
and movies they’ll never care
to watch,” said Matthew Ball, a
writer for the New York Times.
For me, Netflix becomes a
little more irrelevant when it
doesn’t include shows like “The
Office” or “Friends.” Because
let’s face it, that is practically
all I watch. Though some of the
Netflix original series are good, a
service with only those is frankly
not worth the cost.
Steve Elwood, director of enterprise infrastructure at Taylor, has been using Netflix since
2006 when it was mainly a
DVD-mailing service.
Currently he only subscribes to
Netflix after having tried and given up Hulu and Amazon Prime.
“Another concern is some
streaming services appear to
be trying to duplicate a model
similar to what was used with
cable television,” Elwood said.

“That might look like ad-supported content that is also paid
for with a subscription or lockin to large bundles of channels
instead of letting the subscriber
pick and choose.”
The freedom that was previously offered with services like
Netflix — no ads and a lower cost than cable television —
are now being replaced with a
compulsion to subscribe to even
more services, just to get access
to the same content.
More than anything, these
new streaming services seem
like desperate attempts by media outlets to gain more money.
As Christians called to be responsible stewards of our money, we should be aware of when
our viewing habits inhibit our
ability to spend wisely.
Though you may be desperate to have the comic relief of
“Friends” or “The Office” available at your fingertips, it is important to be conscious of when
that decision causes unnecessary spending.
And ultimately, is a “Friends”less streaming service really
worth it?
echo@taylor.edu

Tarah’s views on Irish dating culture
Differences between
America and Ireland

GREYSTONES, IRELAND—Every country has a different dating culture with its own set of
rules and expectations. Ireland
and America are examples of
two different cultures.
Professor at Irish Bible Institute in Dublin Mimi Kelly noted many differences between
our cultures when it comes to
dating. One difference was the
level of family involvement.
American families usually meet
significant others pretty early
on and, as the relationship continues, the significant other is
even invited to family events
and holidays.
Kelly says that most Irish
families have little involvement
in their child’s relationships
until engagement. Her proposal is that young adults in
Ireland are more independent
than American young adults.
Dating in the two countries
is also affected by the difference in verbal communication styles. Americans love
to flirt and complement each
other. The Irish, however, prefer to slag.
Slagging is what the Irish
call teasing, sarcasm or slight
insults. Smooth talk and sweet
nothings do not come as easily.
Another difference includes
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Emilie and Logan Hoffman on a date in Ireland.

the age at which people get
married. In Ireland, it is much
later than the United States.
According to the Central
Statistics Office in Ireland, the
average age for men getting
married is 36.1 years old and
the average age for women is
34.1 years old.
In contrast, the United States
Census Bureau found that the
average age of men at their first
marriage is 29.8 and the average age of women at their first
marriage is 27.8.
In America, it is normal to
find a middle schooler that
claims to have a boyfriend or
girlfriend. It is easy to dismiss
them as childish, but I know
many couples that started dating in middle school and are

still together at 20 years old.
In fact, one of these couples
just got engaged earlier this
month.
Kelly was astonished at how
young Americans are when
they get married and start
having children. For the most
part, no serious dating happens
in Ireland until the couple is in
their 20’s. Middle school relationships are almost unheard
of, and being engaged at 19
seems way too young.
Kelly, along with many other Irish adults I talked to, don’t
understand how couples in
America even get to know each
other when they only date a few
months before marriage.
While this is not the case for
every American couple, it is

also not uncommon, especially at a school like Taylor.
After reflecting on other perspectives on marriage and dating, I’ve begun to realize how
unhealthy the pressure of marrying right out of college can be
for some people. Making such
a huge commitment at such
a young age can seem overwhelming and risky.
We all make jokes on campus about how fast we marry
and date, but I think many of
us also find it uncomfortable.
Dating is tricky in any country, but it is worth noting
the differences between cultures. There is always room
to grow and opportunities to
break stereotypes.
echo@taylor.edu
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“Volleyball is a mental game, you have to be confident and
know you can do better.”
Volleyball drops three consecutive matches after
five match win streak
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Women’s basketball ready for exciting season
Trojans look to continue
their run of success
Markus Miller
Sports Editor

The 2018-19 campaign for the
women’s basketball team included several successes.
A Crossroads League regular-season and tournament championship, along with a trip to the
NAIA Division II National quarterfinals marked a record-breaking
year in Head Coach Jody Martinez’s second season at the helm.
The Trojans compiled a 30-5 record last season, with a 16-1 record
inside Odle Arena. Before falling
to Dakota Wesleyan in the National quarterfinals they had won 22
games in a row.
Focus now turns to the 2019-20
season, as Martinez and his team
look to continue building.
Despite last season’s success,
the polls aren’t convinced the
Trojans can repeat. They find
themselves 15th in the preseason
NAIA Division II coaches’ poll, behind two conference rivals they
finished ahead of last season.
While the team may not be getting the respect it deserves early
on, they’re using it as motivation.
“We use (the ranking) as motivation to work hard every day,” senior guard Abby Buchs said. “We
just keep that in the back of our
minds as we train for the season.”
Abby, who started 33 games
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Women’s basketball opens up the 2019-20 season tonight.

last season, made the Preseason Third-Team All-Crossroads
League. Abby’s twin sister Becca
Buchs made the Preseason FirstTeam All-Crossroads League after
an NAIA Division II All-American
Honorable Mention performance
last season.
Even though the two combined
to average nearly 30 points a game
last season, neither concern themselves too much with the individual honors. Although Becca had
an impressive junior season, she
would rather focus on her team.
“Just doing as much as I can
to help our team,” Becca said.
“Whether that means scoring
or not, just whatever is best for
my team.”
Martinez had high praise for the
Buchs twins and knows the two

seniors will have to carry much of
the load for the Trojans.
The team has had to deal with
injuries as they prepare for the
upcoming season. Martinez said
both junior Lauren James and
junior Kiara Nieto will miss the
season due to injury, along with
freshman Makenzie Kilmer.
However, Martinez thinks the
injuries can be overcome. The
team may have lost key players to
both injury and graduation, but
the talent and potential to build
off of last season is still there. Martinez believes it will just take a few
more months to see the team at
full strength. Defending the conference title and making it to nationals is still the goal.
“We’re not there yet,” Martinez
said. “But it takes time. We lost key

people in the mix of our vision ( for
the team), and now people have to
step up, and they’re working hard.”
With the injured contributors
and graduated seniors from last
season, Martinez said a few players could breakout and surprise
some people. He mentioned senior guard Sydney Huffman
as someone who could have a
breakout. Martinez said Huffman
should get a lot of time running
point (guard) this season.
The thing is, the Trojans don’t
have to be at their best this early in the season. Last year’s team
lost its first two conference games
before running off 16 straight
victories.
“Figuring out what our identity
is might take a little longer,” Becca
said. “But our goal, like coach will

say, is that by March we want to
be the best team. We’re not worried about being the best team in
the nation in November. March is
our end goal.”
Abby added on, saying that the
most important thing early in the
season is getting better everyday.
Don’t get it wrong. They still
have the weapons to hurt teams
right now, even if they aren’t at
their best.
Martinez and the Buchs twins
mentioned the team’s balance
and shooting on offense as being strengths. Martinez added
that he thinks this year’s team is
even more dangerous from deep
than last year’s squad that finished No. 4 in the NAIA Division
II in three-pointers made.
“Top to bottom, everyone can
shoot,” Abby said.
With the shooting and scoring
up and down the roster, Taylor
should be excited for the upcoming season. Even amid the adversity of injuries, there seems to be
very little this team won’t be able
to accomplish.
Freshman to senior and guard
to center, this basketball team
has the potential to entertain
fans, and if last year is any indication, they may be able to pull
off an impressive run in nationals.
The team will begin its season
tonight in Odle as the Trojans
take on Concordia University at
6 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Men’s soccer drops senior night match Saturday

Trojans move onto
conference tournament
Nathaniel Boer
Staff Writer

Last Saturday night Taylor men’s
soccer (6-9-3) lost on their senior night 2-0 against Huntington (12-4-2).
Taylor said goodbye to five
seniors; goalkeeper Luke Williams, forward Josiah Wieland,
midfielder Peter Linn, defender
Mikey Maloney and midfielder
Keaton Clay.
Huntington, who is receiving
votes in the NAIA coaches poll,
gave the Trojans a difficult time,
especially in the second half.
“Huntington is a really good
team. They have a good bunch
of guys who work really hard together and have gotten much
better in the past three years,”
said Head Coach Gary Ross.
Huntington is currently second in the Crossroads League
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Taylor honored five seniors last Saturday night

behind Spring Arbor.
The Trojans, who had been
rising up to challenges, hoped
to claim victory and garner momentum from their senior night.
“Earlier in the year, we tied
the number four team in the
nation at their place,” Ross said.
“Then in league play, we beat a

receiving votes team Grace at
home on Homecoming. These
solid performances from our
squad gave us reason to believe.”
The first half ended with neither team scoring and the momentum up for grabs on either
team.
Perched in the visitors section

of the stands at Turner Stadium,
there were two members of Trojans 12th man that set the tempo for the fans. Junior Nathan
Sahly and sophomore Noah Michel stood shirtless with Keaton Clay’s name painted on
their chests.
The two felt confident in the
ability of their team to finish
strong in the second half.
“We had a good start to the
game, we had some great vocal leadership from our seniors,
they’re gonna take it home,” Sahly said during the halftime break.
However, coming back from
the break Huntington was able
to take 14 shots on goal, continuously putting pressure on Williams, who finished with eight
saves.
The biggest advantage was the
seven corners Huntington took
compared to the Trojans’ two,
which resulted in more scoring opportunities for the visiting team.

With 29 minutes left in the
second half, Jake Erlandson of
Huntingon headed in the first
goal of the game off of a corner,
and proceeded to blow a kiss
to the Taylor fans. Ben Arnold
scored the second goal of the
game for Huntington with less
than 13 minutes to play.
The Trojans never gave up.
With one minute remaining
the Trojans got two shots off,
one that went high and another that was beautifully set up
by Wieland to Clay and nearly
went in only to be deflected off
of the post.
The senior class compiled 24
wins during their time at Taylor, and were an integral part of
Trojan soccer for the last few
years.
Wieland played in 69 games
for Taylor scoring 15 goals and
assisting on four. Williams
played in 54 games for Taylor with 11 shutouts and a career save rate of 74.6%. Linn,

Volleyball

10/25 Saint Xavier University 2 p.m.
10/30 Grace College 7 p.m.

Men’s Cross Country
10/26 Great Lakes Challenge (N) 10:30 a.m.

Women’s Cross Country
10/26 Great Lakes Challenge (N) 11:30 a.m.

Football

10/26 Concordia University (A) 1 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
110/25 Concordia University 6 p.m.

Men’s Basketball

10/29 Great Lakes Christian College 7 p.m.

Scoreboard
Results from Taylor
Athletics
Volleyball
10/18 Marian University
10/19 Indiana Wesleyan
10/23 Bethel University

Men’s Soccer

10/19 Huntington University
10/23 Mount Vernon
Nazarene University

Women’s Soccer
10/19 Huntington University
10/23 Mount Vernon
Nazarene University

L 0-3
L 0-3
L 1-3

L 0-2
L 0-4

W 4-0
W 2-1

Women’s Golf
10/21–22 Whistling Straits
Championship

1st of 5

Men’s Golf
10/21–22 Whistling Straits
Championship

7th of 20

Football
10/19 Lake Erie

L 20-42

Top 25 Polls
Women’s Basketball............No.15
Women’s Cross Country....No. 5
Women’s Golf.......................No. 5
Women’s Soccer.......................RV
Men’s Cross Country...........No. 9
Men’s Golf.................................RV

a midfielder, played in 64 games
for Taylor scoring three goals and
assisting on two. Maloney played
in 57 games for Taylor scoring
two goals and assisting on three
as a member of the defense. Clay
played in 21 games assisting on
1 goal.
The Trojans will start the
Crossroads League Tournament
against Spring Arbor on Nov. 2nd.
echo@taylor.edu

Volleyball drops three consecutive matches after five match win streak
Taylor looks to rebound
and finish strong
Caleb Amick
Staff Writer

Taylor volleyball lost 3-0 to Marian last Friday in Indianapolis.
The loss snapped the Trojans’
five match win streak.
Taylor lost the first set 19-25,
lost the second set 14-25 and lost
the third set 14-25.
By the end of the Marian

match, Taylor had made 18 attack errors. Marian only made
six. According to junior Grace
Isaacs, these mistakes likely
cost Taylor the match because
they hindered the team’s confidence and drive.
“Volleyball is a mental game,
you have to be confident and
know you can do better,” IsaaPhotograph provided by Taylor Athletics Department
cs said. “We kind of got down
Volleyball faces three conference opponents in their last four games.
on ourselves after making a
few errors.”
attributed the loss to a lack could have been more enthuJunior Brooke Syswerda of energy. She said the team siastic and encouraging of one

another.
Freshman setter Kacy Bragg
mentioned the lack of communication between her and her
teammates during the game.
Isaacs said they could have
been faster and scrappier, not
allowing any balls to hit the
floor on their watch.
Moving on to their next
game, the Trojans suffered
a 3-0 loss to Indiana Wesleyan last Saturday. Then, Taylor
was dealt a 3-1 loss to Bethel
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Nicole Jung
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Greenwood, IN
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Josh Harden
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on Wednesday.
During the Bethel game, Taylor
lost the first set 19-25, won the
second set 25-15, lost the third
set 17-25 and lost the fourth set
18-25.
Syswerda declined to comment
on what went wrong, but she said
the team needed this loss to light
a fire under them to carry them
through this season and into the
Crossroads League Tournament.
Syswerda also said the team
did not execute their game plan
and transfer their skills effectively to the court.
The Trojans have a chance
to practice and regroup as they
prepare for the rest of the season and postseason tournament.
Taylor’s schedule features
a few more games before the
post-season tournament.
“Next week we have three
home games, hopefully we’re
gonna come out with a 3-0,”
Bragg said.
In the meantime, the Trojans
will be preparing to better take
on their opponents and are looking forward to taking on St. Xavier today.
The match will start at 2 p.m.
with the two teams squaring off
in Marion.
echo@taylor.edu

